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“Mung ouk jak hee Lao, mung thong vao Lao”
   You came out of a Lao pussy, you have to speak Lao
“Maa Lao, luk Lao thuo’a”
   Lao mother means a Lao child, of course
These were my mother’s battle cries
   We not only survive, we toil to thrive

School is where the head is
   Keep your Lao aside
Home is where the heart is
   Keep your English outside
Knowing when to use which words where
   Keeps us alive

I am of her blood and bones
   survival warriors of the unknown
of refugee camps, of clashing thrones
   of the Khmer genocide
there’s nothing for me to decide
I embrace her unwillingness to hide
   dutifully I abide

Khoun Maa, Lao Isaan
   Fought for her life and now
We fight for her language
   for I am luk Lao
I hold on to it tight —this legacy
   it is the air I need to breathe
In this way, we, she, and our ancestors
   Remain in existence —in immortality
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